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Abstract. Modern technology relies heavily on the integration of hard-
ware and software systems, from embedded devices in consumer electronics
to safety-critical controllers. Despite their interdependence, the tools and
methods used for verifying the correctness and reliability of these systems
are often segregated, meaning that the advancement in one community
cannot benefit another directly. Addressing this challenge, my dissertation
aims at bridging the gap between hardware and software formal analysis.
This involves translating representations of verification tasks, generat-
ing certificates for verification results, integrating state-of-the-art formal
analysis tools into a cohesive framework, and adapting and combining
model-checking algorithms across domains. By translating word-level hard-
ware circuits into C programs, we found out that software analyzers were
able to identify property violations that well-established hardware verifiers
failed to detect. Moreover, by adopting interpolation-based hardware-
verification algorithms for software analysis, we were able to tackle tasks
unsolvable by existing methods. Our research consolidates knowledge from
both hardware and software domains, paving a pathway for comprehensive
system-level verification.

Keywords: Hardware model checking · Software verification · Represen-
tation translation · Craig interpolation · Transferability · Btor2

1 Introduction
Computing systems are widely-adopted in modern society and ensuring their
functional correctness is of utmost importance. Formal methods, grounded in
theories of logic, automata, and constraint solving, have been applied in real-world
applications and provided safety guarantees with mathematical rigor. With the
ever-increasing interactions among diverse components, such as software programs,
hardware circuits, and cyber-physical devices, formal verification of computing
systems has also become more challenging.

While the research communities for formal methods share common theoretical
foundations, including satisfiability solving [22], Craig interpolation [31], and
abstraction refinement [29], differences in their alignment with distinct compu-
tational models create gaps between these communities. Figure 1 depicts such
differences between hardware and software verification, highlighting a knowledge
gap between the two closely-related fields. We mainly focus on hardware systems
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Fig. 1: The gap between hardware and software verification

represented by sequential circuits and software systems written as imperative
programs, as they are widely used in practice. Both representations encode state-
transition systems, and their verification approaches are underpinned by common
foundations. Despite these similarities, verification tools (bottom-left and -right
corners of Fig. 1) typically consume a specific input format (top-left and -right
corners of Fig. 1). Therefore, applying software verifiers to analyze hardware
systems or vice versa requires considerable engineering effort, which impedes
mutual advancement between communities.

Objectives and Methodology. We plan to bridge the gap between hardware
and software verification by considering the following question: Is hardware
(resp. software) verification algorithms applicable to software (resp.
hardware) systems? To address this, we employ two different strategies:

• Task translation: We translate verification tasks from one representation
to a another, and utilize tools for the latter representation to analyze the
correctness of the systems (see Sect. 2).

• Algorithm adoption: We adopt verification algorithms across domains
and make necessary modifications to the algorithms to cater the needs of
different system representations. The adopted algorithms can then be applied
to verification tasks in the other domain (see Sect. 3).

After developing these strategies, we evaluate their effectiveness through extensive
evaluation on thousands of benchmark tasks from both hardware- and software-
verification communities. With the collected experimental data, we investigate
the performance differences of different verification algorithms and tools across
domains. This helps us further consolidate the knowledge and provides us insight
on how to combine the strengthens of the two communities (see Sect. 4).

The scientific results of the dissertation have been published in three pa-
pers at TACAS [2, 6, 27], one paper at FSE [5], one paper at ASE [7], and one
paper at SPIN [11]. The remainder of the manuscript summarizes the related
work, high-level concepts, achieved results, and ongoing work of each aforemen-
tioned research direction.
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2 Cross-Applying Hardware and Software Analysis
via Representation Translation

In this section, we described our research on cross-applying hardware and software
analyzers by translating the verification tasks between circuits and programs. We
mainly focus on hardware circuits in the Btor2 format [38] and software programs
in the C language, as they are the standard representations used by the Hardware
Model Checking Competitions (HWMCC) [20] and Competitions on Software
Verification (SV-COMP) [4], respectively, and come with extensive tool support.

Applying Software Analysis to Hardware Circuits. To apply software
verifiers and testers to analyze hardware circuits, we first have to translate the
circuits into programs. Our tool Btor2C [6], is the first translator that translates
a word-level hardware circuit in Btor2 format [38] to a behaviorally-equivalent C
program. We further augment the combination of Btor2C and software analyzers
with a witness translator into a certifying hardware verification framework Btor2-
Cert [2], that can produce certificates (i.e., verification witnesses [15]) for the
derived verification results, to increase trustworthiness of the translation and
verification processes. Our evaluation on a benchmark set consisting of over
1400 Btor2 tasks shows that: (1) It is feasible to translate Btor2 circuits into
C programs. (2) Software analyzers can complement state-of-the-art hardware
verifiers by finding more property violations and uniquely solving dozens of tasks.

Applying Hardware Model Checking to Software Programs. On the
other direction of translation, we implement CPV [27], a circuit-based program
verifier that uses sequential circuits as its intermediate representation. CPV uses
Kratos2 [34] to translate C into Btor2 representation, and invokes hardware
model checkers like ABC [24] and AVR [33] for verification. It can also extract
error paths from Btor2 violation witnesses and export them in software-witness
format [15]. As a first time participant in SV-COMP 2024, CPV attained remark-
able results in the category ReachSafety (ranked 6 out of 26 participants) and
surprisingly outperformed several established software verifiers. Furthermore, we
plan to extend CPV in the following directions: (1) exploring circuit optimization
techniques like combinational rewriting, which have proven effective in reducing
circuit size and could potentially improve verification performance, for circuits
translated from C programs, (2) producing software correctness witnesses through
extracting and translating the fixed points computed by hardware model checkers.

3 Transferring Verification Algorithms Across Domains
Various formal-verification algorithms have been successfully transferred across
domains. For instance, bounded model checking (BMC) [21], k -induction [39], and
IC3/PDR [14, 23] are originally designed for finite-state systems such as sequential
circuits. They have been successfully lifted to software verification [28, 30, 32]
thanks to the commonalities between finite-state and infinite-state model checking.
In this project, we conduct a systematic investigation into the transferability of two
interpolation-based hardware-verification algorithms, interpolation-sequence-based
model checking (ISMC) [40] and dual approximated reachability (DAR) [5], to
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software verification. Building on previous work on adopting hardware-verification
algorithm via large-block encoding [13, 17], we implement ISMC and DAR within
the configurable program analysis framework CPAchecker [3, 16], and subse-
quently evaluate their performance on more than 8000 benchmark tasks, covering
a broad spectrum of software-verification problems. The experimental results
demonstrate that the characteristics of ISMC and DAR are indeed transferable,
and the two algorithms were able to tackle tasks unsolvable by existing techniques.
This work consolidates the knowledge about the transferability of ISMC and
DAR to software verification and highlight opportunities to enhance software
verification by integrating methods from hardware model checking.

4 Joining Forces of Hardware and Software Verification
Each verification algorithm possesses its own unique strengths and weaknesses. An
algorithm may perform poorly on a particular class of problems that others can
solve efficiently. For example, data-flow analysis is a lightweight scalable technique
that can handle large software systems, and has been employed by various static
analyzers and compilers. However, it may yield overly-weak invariants insufficient
for proving complex properties. There are also more intensive techniques, such
as those based on Craig interpolation [31]. Interpolation-based model checking
(IMC) [37], originally developed for hardware model checking and recently adopted
for software verification [17] (see also Sect. 3), generates stronger invariants from
interpolants, but could suffer from scalability issues due to costly interpolation
procedures. By combining these two families of techniques, we can leverage the
strengths of both to achieve better verification performance. To achieve the synergy,
we propose a method to augment IMC [11] with auxiliary invariants generated
by an interval-based data-flow analysis [7]. These auxiliary invariants help refine
interpolants by pruning unreachable states such that the analysis is focused on
reachable program parts. We implemented this approach within the CPAchecker
framework [16], and evaluated its performance against established SMT-based
methods within CPAchecker and other cutting-edge software verifiers. The
findings show that our approach help reduce the number of interpolation queries
required to prove safety properties and improve the overall runtime efficiency. As a
result, our proposed invariant-injection technique successfully verified challenging
tasks that the plain IMC (without auxiliary invariants), the invariant generator
itself, or other compared tools could not solve.

5 Conclusion
This dissertation has successfully tackled some of the challenges in bridging
hardware and software formal analysis by representation translation and the
adoption of advanced verification algorithms across domains. Projects like Btor2-
Cert and CPV have demonstrated the feasibility and effectiveness of applying
software analysis to hardware systems and vice versa, thereby enlarging the
applicability of formal verification methods. Our research not only promotes to
the integration of traditionally-segregated research communities, but also sets the
stage for future advancements in system-level verification.
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Data-Availability Statement. All the software projects we developed are
open-source on GitLab (https://gitlab.com/sosy-lab/software/, in reposi-
tories btor2c, btor2-cert, btor2-val, cpv, and cpachecker ). To enhance the
verifiability and transparency of the evaluation results reported in our papers,
all used software, verification tasks, as well as raw and processed experimental
results are available in supplemental reproduction artifacts archived on Zen-
odo [8, 9, 10, 12, 18, 26, 41].
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